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What do these major record-setting events have in common? &#x95; The ten costliest insurance

events in U.S. history &#x95; The twelve costliest hurricanes in U.S. history &#x95; Three of the

four largest tornado outbreaks in U.S. history &#x95; The two largest terrorism events in U.S. history

All of these major catastrophes and many others occurred or began on the very same day or within

24-hours of U.S. presidents Bush, Clinton and Bush applying pressure on Israel to trade her land for

promises of "peace and security," sponsoring major "land for peace" meetings, making major public

statements pertaining to Israel&#x92;s covenant land and /or calling for a Palestinian state. Are

each one of these major record-setting events just a coincidence or awe-inspiring signs that God is

actively involved in the affairs of Israel? In this book, Bill Koenig provides undeniable facts and

conclusive evidence showing that indeed the leaders of the United States and the world are on a

collision course with God over Israel&#x92;s covenant land. "And it shall come to pass in that day,

that I will seek to destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem" (Zechariah 12:9)
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I read this book prior to the massive hurricane that hit New Orleans and was in a wait and see

mode. In the mean time, I took each of the dates of the events and did a stock market study to see

what resulted financially. Amazing! In all but two of the events, the stock market dived! Then New

Orleans blew apart just a week after we forced Israel to abandon the settlements in Gaza. This book

is a must read for people who take Ezekiel's prophesies literally.Dr. Gerald Wheeler



This is a fascinating book that brings to life the evidence that is not only clear but fairly undeniable.

One only has to look at the prophecy in Ezekial 38 and 39 to see that God certainly uses the

"weather" to shake things up and put an end to anti-semitic/anti-Israeli behavior. It is very easy for a

third or fourth party to say to someone 'give your land up to your certain enemy', especially when

the third party has no vested interest. The blessed hope in the Faith and in this book is that one

doesn't have to be a certain type of scholar to comprehend basic truth. They must simply look

beyond a flat wall and see a vision of detailed structure. This book makes that very easy to

accomplish.

Bill Koenig has done America a real service in putting togetherthis documented and factual account

of HOW GOD IS TRULY SHOWINGHIS DISPLEASURE over "the parting of His Land" given to

Israel,and JUST HOW SERIOUS GOD takes His Covenant with the Jewish people. Only the

foolhardy would ignore the current events andthe Biblical ramifications of what the author is bringing

beforethe public regarding this highly explosive issue. - Here's the summary:GOD IS REAL, and you

don't mess with His Covenant OR His people ! It is time for people to wake up as towhat is REALLY

happening. This book and Dave Hunt's JUDGMENTDAY, are most highly recommended reading.

When I wrote to the USA for Bill Koenig's book I knew I was going to receive a blessing! The

author's spiritual perception intrigued me and often when cross checking his Scripture references I

kept discover more "gold" in God's Word. Sad to say many Christians brush off the authors

interpretation of the consequences of dividing the land of Israel. In the light of this unique book I can

now understand why Britain no longer "rules the waves". Her treatment of the Jews and Israel has

been a disgrace historically. Many nations are heading in the same direction! You can't play around

with God! Israel is the apple of God's eye.

Excellent book showing God's warnings to America regarding our treatment of Israel. Please read if

you love the U.S., Israel, and the city of Jerusalem. The author also has an excellent news site

[...]for those interested. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem.

This book follows the history of Israel and the effects of this history on various nations and their

leaders. His thesis, well researched, is that God watches Israel and all who interact with her. It is a

point of view that most news persons never investigate or consider. The book underlines God's



promise to Abraham: to bless those who bless his seed and curse those who curse him.

This was my first exposure to the content that Koenig presents, and I'm rather impressed with the

historical research he has put together. It's convincing, makes sense, and is clear.However, I

suggest that the next time Mr. Koenig writes a book, please, please, please pay the money to have

the book professionally edited. As an author myself, it was very hard for me to read page after page

of mispelled words, typos, grammatical errors, poor verb agreement, and other such editing errors.

It would really clean things up and make it easier to read.The content of the book and the historical

facts allow it to have 5 stars.

The book starts with a lot of history and it seems that I keep picking it up when I am not 100% in the

mood to learn history and that I have to keep going back over areas already read. This makes it

hard to keep moving! I am enjoying learning about where we have come from and where we are

headed. The book relates so much current information with the reality that if things do not change,

then we are headed for a real eye opening on American soil. God bless you for reading this...it is

time for America to open their eyes and understand truth.
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